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Aid reductions
force students to
leave Conn
by Ashley Stevens
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Ask around. Chances are, you've
heard of someone recently who was
unable to come back to Conn because of a drastic change in their

financial aid package. $27,000 is a
lot to ask anyone to pay, and it
seems like there has been an increase in the number of students
who couldn't do it anymore, and
have been forced to either transfer
or take some time off.
Jenny Barron, who would now be

a junior and editor-in-chief of The
College Voice, has been the most
vocal of the recent group of stu-

dents unable to return. The September 23 issue of U. S. News & World
Reporr featured the story of Jenny
and her parents, who have recently

declared bankruptcy.
When Barron first visited Conn,
she knew it was where she wanted
to be, but that the school was out of
her family's price range. She explained tbis to the financial aid office, who was glad to help and gave
her a generous package. The next

year, however, Barron's aid was
substantially reduced because of a
personal account worth about
$30,000, money that she had been
planning to use throughout her four
years at Conn. Upon advice from
the financial aid office, she used all
of this money for one year, expecting to get a better aid package after
it was spent. The next year, however, her financial aid package was
even less. Upset, Barron appealed
ber reward, and when increased it
was still not enough.
Faced with no other option but to
transfer to a cheaper school, Barron
now attends American University
in Washington, D. C., where she
has a full scholarship, and pays only
room and board, While her financial aid is better at American, Conn
is where she really wants to be.
Since her financial aid package came
out in the spring, it was too late to
apply to many of the communications schools that she would have
preferred. Barron is making do wi tb
her current situation, but is angry
because she feels like Conn gave
her the aid she needed freshman
year to lure her to the school, then

Photp /ly Sv<m O>ppc/JlIPlwIogmpl'!f Editor

College grounds workers spent more than 20 hours picking rain
soaked toilet paper out of trees from one end of campus to the other
on Halloween morning. Other acts of vandalisn included spray
painting "The 17 was here" on the windows of Cummings.

was not as concerned with helping

her pay for her education as time
went on.
Would-be junior Caroline Hooper
was apparently forced to leave Conn
last spring as well. Due to family
circumstances, Hooper had been
paying for Conn on her own, and
depended heavily on financial aid.
When this was cut significantly,
she had no other choice but to leave.

Florida shooting
sparks race riots
by Mitchell Polatin
THE COLLEGE VOICE

seefinancial aid, page 2

Nobel prize winner tells of
life, struggle

from Argentina's military dictatorship from 1976 to1983, Esquivel
continued his battle fortbe rigbts of
tbe poor, indigenous peoples, children, and the "desaparecidos," or
by Sarah Schoellkopf
presented
with the college's
tbe Disappeared Ones.
President's Award of Merit followTHE COLLEGE VOICE
The "desaparecidos" are the more
ing his speech enti tied "Democracy
than 30,000 people who, for their
On Monday, Novemher 4 in and Rights in Latin America: The differing political beliefs, were sysHarkness Chapel, Connecticut Col- Community as an AgentofChange."
tematically kidnapped, tortured, and
lege welcomed and honored the
An architect and artist who left assumed to have been killed by the
1980 Nnbel Peace Prize Winner
his teaching
dictatorship' sdeatb squads and confrom Argentina, r--------~~~~---.
profession in centration camps, with no record of
Adolfo
Perez
1971 to dedi- tbeir arrest or their deatb. They
Esquivel.
A ~
cate his life to virtually disappeared because nf
champion of hu- f'
the non-vicstate-sponsored terrorism and were
man rights all
lent human
never heard from again. Working
over the world,
rights movewith Las Madres de la Plaza de
Esquivel came to
men
t , Mayo (the Mothers of tbe Plaza de
the college with
Esquivel has Mayo), a human rights group who
thesupportofthe
devoted his courageously marched every ThursPresident's Oflife to fighting day in the Plaza de Mayo, the most
fice and the TOOT
for those who
important square in Buenos Aires
Cummings Cendo not have a and in Argentina, both Esqui vel and
ter for Internavoice. ResistLas Madres tried to determine tbe
tional Studies in
photo /Jy Sarah Schoellkopj ing forceful
see Esquivel; page 2
the Liberal Arts Esqulval at a rally in Argentina
pre s sur e s
(CISLA). He was

Last week riots broke out in tbe
streets of SI. Petersburg, Florida,
in response to the shooting death of
a black motorist by a white police
officer.
Tyrone Lewis, 18, was shot and
killed when his car lurched forward at an officer during a traffic
stop. Minutes after the shooting,
the word of Lewis' death spread
throughout town, and crowds began to gatber in tbe streets. People
made tbeirway through a 25-square
block area throwing bottles, stones
and setting buildings on fire. Police responded with riot gear, but to
no avail. People began pummeling
them with bottles and rocks.
The brother oftbe slain motorist
begged people to stay calm and
peaceful. "My little brother is
gone," Rodrick Pringles said. "I
don't think burning down no buildings is going to bring him hack."
Rioters tumed over a police car,
and burned a police sub station and
a post office. Two black owned
businesses were left unharmed,
while a Vietnamese-owned grocery situated in between them was
burned.

"1 think I will be moving away,"
cried Than Van Tran. "I've been
bere two years, and tbey selected

my store to loot and destroy."
II people, including a police officer who was shot and a news photographer who was beaten, were injured during the riots. In the very
popular retirement haven, 28 buildings were burned. SI. Petershurg has
a population of 240,000 which is 20
percent hlack.
The following day, the city's Police Chief declared a "state of emergency" for 72-hours, and restricted
the sale and possession of firearms
and gasoline.
Four years ago the United States
Civil Rights Commission gave the
city of SI. Petersburg a failing grade
for race relations. Two years later
the grade was raised to a'S.' Mayor
David Fischer called on the committee to evaluate the city again.
"The city worked so hard on its
image," explained Mayor Fiscber.
"You hope you can bring your city to
a point where this doesn't happen.
Obviously we haven't gotten there
yet."
Jim Yates, the city's human relations director, said, "I'm baffled.
The feeling was tbat tbings had
greatly improved, hut we could have
been wrong. It happened so fast, it
was a surprise to us,"
Just three weeks ago St Petersburg had the bonor and national attention for holding the vice-presisee riots, page 2
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financial aid, ctd.
COIl1in~d from page I

Hooper now works in an advertis-

ing agency with people twice her
age; what she really wants to do is
be here at Conn with ber friends.
Hopefully she will beahle to return
sometime in me future.

A few years ago, Conn was forced
to switch its financial aid policy
from "need-blind,"
which admits
prospective students regardJess of
their ability to pay, to "need-sensitive," which admits only top students this way. Under this policy,
borderline prospective students' financial situations are one of the
deciding factors in their admission.
The old need-blind policy was
becoming too expensive, and was
taking money away from improvemerits that keep Conn in competition with other similar schools, such
as the building of new facilities.
Despite the above stories. Elaine
Sulinga, director of financial aid
maintains that her office has seen
no increase in the number of students forced to leave Conn for financial reasons. Instead, she believes that the students recently put
in this situation have been more
vocal about it than those in the past
had been. Because of confidentiality laws, the colJege is unable to
discuss the circumstances
behind
such cases, Financial aid packages,
she explains, are determined by an
annual review of each family's in-
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come, assets, family size, and number of children in college. Each
year, anyone or more oftbese factors is bound to change, which can
result in a difference in aid.
Aid procedures are determined
by thefederal government, and since
forms are filled out in detail hy
parents, a student may not always
know the reason for a reduction in
financial aid. Special circumstances
are taken into account, if reported,
and an adjustment may be requested
if special circumstances arise after
the package has been awarded.
Solinga encourages students to
ask specific questions of the financial aid office if they are upset with
their awards. Special circumstances
should always be explained. Students should not feel embarrassed
about such requests, for they are
entitled to the money available to
them.
It is difficult to understand why
top students enthusiastic about this
school shquld be denied the chance
to continue here. Although these
situations are unfortunate, there is
always a reason for a reduction in
financial aid, Solinga maintains, and
it is difficult for others to understand tbe personal situations of
friends who may not even know the
real reasons themselves.

Conn goes unbleached
by Mark Lucey
ENVIRONMENTAL
ORGANIZER
Grey paper has come to Connecticut College. Increasingly,
students
are seeing the nobleached, lOO-pe",eotrecycled
paper replace the traditional
hleached while paper in theform
of syllabi, rests and banckJolS.
A11-campus mailings from the

President's Office are grey. Students are handing in papers 011
grey. More and more, office
memos are going from white to
grey.
This transition isaresult of the
combined efforts of the Connecticut College Print Shop and
the Environmental Model Committee. For years, the Springhill
Incentive lOO DP was used only
hy a scattered few environmentally orientedpeople, so why the
shift toward mainstream use?
Connecticut College has long
been a leader amongst its peers
as amodel and advocate ofenvironmental responsibility
in ilS
poUcieslUldprocedures.
In 1968,
the college established one of
the nation's first ecology pro-

Esquivel, ctd.
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fates of these missing people.
Because of his relentless commitment to this and other causes,
Esquivel was imprisoned
for his
actions, though never formally
charged or hrought to trial. During
that time, be was taken on a "plane
ride of death," wbere he was hound,
chained, and circled around the
River Plate for two hours. It was
decided that they would not throw
him into the river or the ocean, but
instead take him to the maximum
security prison where be suffered
through five days of severe torture.
Even afterintemational
pressure for
his release, iocluding the efforts of
Amnesty International
and PresidentJimmyCaner,ittook
14months
until Esquivel was released from
prison and restricted to house arrest
for another 14 months.
Esquivel's Nobel Peace Prize in
1980 helped to alert much of the
world of the horrors in Argentina
and wasaperceivedasahugethreat
for the military dictatorship.
However, as he told me in an interview I
conducted with bim over the summer, even that fame did not guarantee his Iife. Two days after Esqui vel
was announced the Nobel Peace
Prize winner, he and his son were
beiog driven by a car and driver
when they noticed that they were
being foUowed in a car hy two men
with rifles. The assassination
attempt was foiled, however, when
Esquivel told the driver to accelerate and a taxi crossed in front of the
assasins' car. Esquivel got away

safely.
Along with his work with the
"desaparecidos,"
Perez Esquivel is
one of the founders of the Pennanent Assemhly for Human Rights,
which began in 1975 as a monitor
for governmental violations of human rights. He is also the founding
secretary-general
of Servio Paz y
J usticiaen America Latina (Service
,for Peace and Justice in Latin
America), an international peace
and social justice organization hased
in Bueoos Aires, since 1974. He
also helped form the Ecumenical
Movement for Human Rights, has
served as the president of the International League for the Rights and
Liberation of Peoples, and last summer, served as the peaceful intermediary
between
the Spanish
Basque terrorist group, ETA, and
the government of Spain' s former
Prime Minister, Felipe Gonzalez.
A truly remarkable man, Esqui vel
is regarded "as the greatest living
radical pacifist leader" hy Irish activists Betty Williams and Maread
Corrigan, the two former Nobel
Prize winners who first nominated
Esquivel for the award. "No man
understands
better the sacrifices
which must be made in the pacifist
struggle for justice," they said. "He
is a tremendous source of inspiration to people working under extreme military repression and a living example of what the pacifist
struggle for justice is really all
about."

gmms

and, in 1970, it installed one
of lhe first campus recycling sys!ems in the Uni!ed StaleS. Bui~ding
011 this history of environmental
awareness, the transition to un-

bieadIed paper makes sense,
W'tl1imn Nieting, Lucretia Allyn

jog pulp and paper. ("The CruSadetoB<UlChl<>rine," Garbage,

19]14).

The need to
persistent
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Summer
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Professor o{Botany, and long-time
advocate of environmentally
sus-
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Currently,
the college

pur-

Iainablepractices,said,"Thismove

chilses240.cartons

per year of

toward unbleached,
100-perccnt.the
unbleacbedSpringhill
parecycled paper furtberbelpslJSful.
'l?i~j§ alarge jump from
fill our objectives in recycling at the40 cart ODS per year thatwas
Connecticut College."
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14 percent of
the US 9h1orine supply, or roughly
1.5 milliOn tons, is used for bleach-
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see unbleached, pog. 9

riots, ctd.
conrinuedjrom page J
dential debate.
While
in Atlanta,
President
Clinton took the chance to thank
black clergy men for their help in
stemming the violence in StPetershurg. Clinton went on to call the
rioting "unfortunate violence,"
This past week, Senator and presidential candidate Bob Dole spoke
out against civil rights violations
and proposition 209 in California,
which would prohihit state and local affmnative
action programs.
Dole insisted, "We can not fight the
evil of discrimination
with more
discrimination,
because this leads
to an endless cycle of bitterness,

We must figh! discrimination with
equal justice and increasing opportunity,"
All of this takes place in the wake
of numerous cburch burnings in the
south. This past summer many black
churcbes were destroyed by arsonists,
Bishop John Copeland
of the
Macedonia
Free Will Baptist
Church said, "It's going to take all
of us to solve our problems."
"I am numb at this moment," said
Mr. Lewis' father, Truman Smith.
"I know that it must stop. The
killing must stop, somewhere.
There's enough dying as it is."

The College Voice is
looking for news
writers. If you are
interested, contact
the Voice at x2812.
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BEYOND THE HILL
judgments."
But while the Clinton machine
remains confident

about victory,

aides are increasingly aware that
the now-steady

questions

about

zones to the suhurhs of Baghdad
after Iraqi-hacked Kurds overran a
Kurdish city in northern Iraq in late
August. Before the expansion, U.S.
warplanes blasted 15 Iraqi air-deouth in two sepa~~~

threat.
"To ensure the safety of its pilots,
Operation Southern Watch rules of
engagemeot permit pilots to attack
an
i
natm

derail their
.
improper;~nd~-~raIi·s~in~~i~~i~

P7'i~,_

the no-fly zone
a
n in
effect over southern Iraq since the

end ofthePersiao GuJfwar. Attbat
time, Iraqi forces confronted U.S.
jets patrolling tbe no-fly zone twice.
Washington expanded the no-fly

aturday.
Company officials thought their
appJejuice was too acidic for the Ecoli to survive, but federal health
officials say there are tough new

strains of the bacteria that may be
causing the latest rash of illnesses.
NEW YORK
A fingerprint analysis of FBI personnel files improperly obtained by
the White House turned up no evidence the files were touched by
Hillary Rodharn Clinton ortop presidential aides.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
asked for the analysis last month
after Republicans on the panel accused the White House of compiling tbe files for use as an enemies

~~~

~l~tf

100000""

list.
The White House says it was nothing more than a bureaucratic blunder and acknowledged the mesmany 00 Republicans from previous administrations - should not
have been sought.
An analysis confirmed the files
had been handled by Craig
Livingstone,
the former White
House personnel security chief, The
White House has said Livingstone
acted on his own.
...
Those whose fingerprints were
compared with those on the documents included the frrstlady, former
chief of staff Thomas McClarty III,
current chief of staff Leon Panetta
and aides George Stephanopolous
and Harold Ickes. No top aides'
fingerprints were found.
The report of the analysis was
given to the Judiciary Commirtee
on Wednesday and not made pub-v
lie,

The analysis found several unidentified fingerprints. The FBI said
it was not clear if further investigation would reveal any evidence that
senior administration officials had

touched the documents.

-

The "late night
double feature"
plays Cro
Society attempts 10 bring this little
piece of Pop Culture to us once a
THE COLLEGE VOICE
year, every Halloweeo.
The festivities started this year
The Rocky Horror Show was a aroundten o'clock, wilblbesparsely
bad musical that would bave faded attended screening of 'The 5,000
into the mists of obscurity ifit were Fingers of Dr. T." Allbougb the
not for the efforts of some Holly- posters proclaiming that it was a
wood bigwigs who decided to make movie based on a book by Dr. Seuss
it into a really bad movie. How- seemed a bit facetious, it seemed
ever, for some unknown reason,
believable after a big figbt scene in
instead of dying in the box office
which there was no physical conand going the way of "Baron Von tact involved. Either it was written
Munchausen" and "Hot Pursuit," it by Dr. Seuss or a collection of mengrew its own little cult following.
tal patients wbo had just ingested
People would actually go 10 see this vast Quantities of psycho-active
movie at midnight on Fridays and drugs.
Saturdays just to make snide reThen, at midnight. the crowds
marks during the film, or throw carne pouring in for the main attracthings at the screen.
tion. Actually, it was about as
Eventually, people started dress- crowded as one of the larger lecture
ing like their favorite characters,
classes offered here, but it was at
and finally, in some theatres, people
least four times the sizeofthecrowd
would act out the movie on a stage
for the Dr. Seuss film. And, albelow the screen, while the people though no one acted out the movie
in the audience cheered and gave on stage, there were still a fair numbad advice. After a while, the pur- ber of "callbacks," when people
pose of going to see it was not the ridicule the actors on screen. and
actual movie, but dressing up in various items were thrown by the
outlandish clothing, wearing ful1 crowd throughout the film.
Goth makeup, shouting snappy reOn the whole, it was fun, although
marks as loud as possible, and be- . the event was sparsely attended,
ing with a group of like-minded
and it took the crowd a wbile to
individuals. AndourveryownFilm
warm up and start having fun. II

COMING UP IN A&:E
11/3'11/17
11/6, PIANO CON
CERT' 8 PM DANA
HALL
11/7: DANCE aUB
FALLPERFORMANG'
8 P.M. MYERSSTUDIO
I 1/8, DANCE aUB
FAlL PERFORMANG •
8 P.M. MYERSSTUDIO
11/8: CHAMBER:
CHOIR CONCERT' B

By Peter Gross

Mafia hits campus
by Greg Levin
THE COLLEGE VOICE
The whole thiog used to be simply a game, a tradition performed
through the student body belonging
10 the student body, to bave fun.
You played it. You koew about
what was going on.
When you saw that kid, scampering away from another on his heels,
screaming like a bat out of hell, you
migbt have shuddered at first but
you did know what was going 00
eventually.
Perhaps you raised your eyebrow
when you saw that other, planning
tactics and setting plots, configuring strategies (e.g. how to gel this
bloody kid out of his room ... ).
When the game of dorm assassin
is played, the meek die off quickly
with the touch of water, but inevitaJ1.lythe serious and talented
guns rise and earn names of
legendary status. Most of
the dorms have played
their tournaments, but
through the popularity the game has finally evolved into a
campus-wide
game
known as Mafia and Murder.
The mastermind behind this

intricate webbing is senior Gill Potter. He learned of this idea from a
similar high school game he played,
where all proceeds went 10 Habitat
for Humanity. Likewise, all proceeds here go to Habitat for Humanity (bence the two-dollar entrancefee). He projects that upoo a
campus like Connecticut CoUege' s,
the game could last for well over a
month.
Those who wish to continue their
quest for domination over all else'
have come together to create the
population of the game. The
participan t s
are divided
into
two
sect he

P.M. HAR,KNE;SS
CHAPEL
11/9, "mCE
aUB
FAll PERFORMANCE'
8 P.M MYERSST\J10IO
1/13: STtlDEf'lT
RECITAL '7:30 P,M.
HARKNESS CHAPEL
II/IS: ROMEO AND
JULIET' B P:M. GARDE
A!nSCENTER

r

11/15:

Photo by Ilona HahnelfThe

College Voice

This grinning vision of loveliness displays his good Rocky Horror fashion
sense. He is one of the many students who participated in this Saturday's
viewing of "The Rocky Horrow Picture Show".

must be said that, although it was
nowhere near as raucous and wild
as it can get in Harvard Square, it
was still considerably more fun than
watching the video by yourself at
three o'clock in the afternoon. Ev-

pus and the South Campus. A leader,
known as the "Don," will be named,
along with a congress ofthree bosses
beneath him, and five lieutenants
beneath them, which control the
rest of the general "family" based
on the location of your dorm on
campus. The goal of the game is to
"eliminate" thisentire entity 0 f'leadeIS. When the Don is eliminated,
the family elects lbe next in line to
form a chain in command.
But the regulations of the game
are of a more sketchy nature than
the simple-minded dorm assassin.
Inspired by tbe 1920s gangster
lifestyle, the rules are as follows:
First, police officers are also
named, and nOIonly hold the ability to arrest individuals who openly
flaunt their weapons, but are immune to killing.
Kills are not limited to water;
rubber koi ves and sock -filled-withflour clubs are used, and even
drownings and defeoestrations are
enabled simply by getting three fellow family individuals to trap
the unfortunate soul near a
window or body of water.
Even bombs are permitted, providing they do
not destroy property bUI
have the ability to display
that the designated area
has been destroyed and can
be defused.
see mafia, page 9

eryone who went was determined

to have a good time, and everyone
did, with the possible exception of
some people who left early because
they were afraid of people reciting
wholescripts from memory.

TRAINSPOTTING -,8
&:IIRM.OUN·
AUDITORIUM
I II 16: ART EXHIBIT
OPENING' 3 '5 P.M.
CUMMINGS GALLERY
11/16: GUEST AR:T. 1STRECITAL - B P.M,
DANA HALL

Halloween snirit
haunts campus
by Jessica Rogers and

ShanaGrobs
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Ah.Fall, That time of year when
the leave come alive in brilliant
reds and oranges and the air becomes cool and crisp, carrying
scents of bonfires and hay rides on
the breeze. With Halloween just
around the comer, one may wonder what tricks and treats are in
store for Ibe college commnnity.
The first stop is to the entrance
foyer of Blackstone. For those of
you who haven't seen it, it is a
veritable Wonderlandofcottonspider webs and orange and black
crepe paper streamers. Hanging
from the light fixture, a flock of
bats greet all visitors to the dorm.
Stepping into the living room. a
chain of dancing skeletons grace
the fireplace lending their macabre presence to the scene.
The next stop on tbe agenda is
Ibe financial aid office in Fanning
Hall. Strewn about the office are
cobwebs and pumpkins, lending a
festive air to Ibe act of borrowing

money,
A§>ooky bUi1diI1g\hair~
nodecomtionglberthantheghost
lamp, iSfa1Jner Audironnm, With
rumors floating aroundabout the
presence of Ruth, the resident'
spirit, and the perpetual atmosphere of dust and shadows,
Palmer Mainstage is one area of
the building thatstudents and faculty think twice gf visiting in the
dead of night.
As always, the residents of
Knowlton, another haunted building, have begun to construct their
annual Haunted House. At its
completion on Halloween, visftors Were treatedto a 'Yjd~range
of terrifyin~ sights ranging from
hanging bodies and coffins,
wboseoccupantsmaynorbedcad,
to hearing some stories and folk.lore about the btJiJding. ThiUear
lbeplanninganrl\;onstructioljwas

done;inco:qjunc~on."with
Windham aspart oflhe 0Y9S
Halloween celebration for the
children of lliii Winthrop
Schogj
."c;
i.
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The Barber of Seville
brings down the house
By Christopher Moje
THE COLLEGE VOICE
On a chilly

Halloween

night

which could have been spent in any
number of places, I chose to spend
my evening in Palmer Auditorium

watching an opera

The Western

Opera Theater, a branch of the San

Francisco Opera, visited the college as part of their national tour of
Gioachino Rossini's The Barber of
Seville. It played to a large audi-

ence and although the evening
wasn't a sell-out, those in attendance made up for it with their
enthusiasm. While I'm sure most
of the audience was somewhat

The disguised Count (left) dupes his lover's guardian
into believing they are allies in' act D of Rossini's The
Barber of Seville.

Photo by Utrry Merkle

MOBRoe column
by Doug Pierce and
Harlan North
!HE COLLEGE VOICE

consisting of Sam Bigelow on piano, Matt Kane on drums. and Lee
and' Tyler Sargent on bass and guitar, grooved through a killer mix of
rhythm and blues and funk while

Hello and welcome to another
installment of the Mobroc column.

vocalist Meg Sturiano awed the
crowd with her powerhouse sing-

Those of you who missed the last

ing. If you haven't heard Marna and
the Funboys yet, make sure you
catch them at futureMobrocevents.
The Rhode Island ska band The
Agents closed the set with a bang.
Although it was late, the crowd still
had enough in them to skank the
rest of the night away. The energetic crowd made the band's trek
down from Rhode Island worth it.
Upcoming musical events in N0-

show missed quite a good one.
Despite it being Parent's Weekend,

Morrison living room was packed
to capacity. In fact, an entire rocking family of four was in attendance. Someone's dad was really
into it. Anyway, three bands played
that night, two from campus and

one from Providence.
The show started off with a
Mobroc first - OJ E-Rock loos-

ened up the crowd by spinning some
records.. Look for more DJ's at
future shows.
The

band

Roanoke

began

vember include a Mobroc show on
the 21st. It's on a Thursday so all of

you who are leaving
Thanksgiving

early for

can still catch the

the

sbow. Also, an indie rock sbow is

show with an experimental music
experience. Mixing spoken word,
rap,and traditional singing, the band
also played a variety of interesting
instruments, including violin, clari-

tentatively scheduled for the end of
November. This Mobroc sponsored
show will involve off campus indie

net, banjo, and mandolin.
The next band to play was Mama
and the Funboys. The Funboys bad

the crowd on its feet and dancing
through their entire set. The band,

bands. Look for more information
on both these shows in upcoming
weeks.
Once again, the Mobroc number
is 2535 for any DJ's or other artists

who are interested in Mobroc.

EXTRAINCOMEFOR

'96

Eam $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH$1.00

with SASE to:
6M1 H"
C I _

GROUP

1 ny BI¥d Dept N

~co..

8lI818

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards / electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your
local area. Call 1-520-680-7891EXTC200

knowledgeable of opera, I, for one,
knew very little. This was the first
opera I had ever attended, and my
knowledge was not vast, so I just
hoped fur the best, sat back, and
eagerly awaited the start of the per-

formance.
The opera focuses on the love
between Count Almaviva and the
lovely Rnsina. The story tells of
their growing love for each other
and of their attempts to be together.

They must resort to tricks and de-

ceit in order to fool Doctor Bartolo
for be is intent on marrying Rosina.
They enlist the help of the barber,
Figaro, to carry out their plans. Plan
upon plan is tried to bring the two
lovers togetberuntil they are finally
united in the happiest of endings.
I must admitthat I was deligbted
at what I saw. The performance
was not only a story of undying
love, but one filled with humor. I
was most amused throughout the
night by the dialogue and the antics
of the performers on stage. I expected the romantic element, but

point of the evening

where I en-

countered any confusion as to what
was going on was at the end of Act
I. I couldn't really follow the last

few minutes. This wasn't a problem, though, as it didn't seem to
pertain very much to the story.
While each performer was de-

serving of praise, there are three in
particular that I thought stood out.
The first was Ted Christopher who
performed the role of Figaro.
I
thoroughly enjoyed his performance

from his on-stage trickery to his
sensational baritone voice. Secondly, Kate Henan-Carter (Rosina)

had no idea that there was so much
humor to be had in Rossini's mas-

justhlew

terpiece.

aware that Ihad been there for three

brougbt chills to my spine. Tbe
third performer of note was Damon
Ploumis (Doctor Bartolo). He was

hours because I was so caught up in

one of the more amusing characters

the performance.
I had very little
trouble following the story even
though it was in Italian, as the English supertitles made everything
easy to understand.
I feared that
they might become a distraction for
me, having to look back and forth

in the story and despite his attempts
throughout tbe evening to keep the
lovers apart, be redeemed himself
in the end. He showed happiness
and joy for tbem even though he
didn't "get the girl." I wasn't all
that impressed by Norman Shankle

Overall, the performance

was simply amazing. I wasn't even

meawaywith

her singing.

Her beautiful mezzo-soprano

from the stage to the screen above,
but that was not the case. The only

voice

see Barber of Seville, page 9

"'Faculty Column
The

Man
Eighth

on East

FiftY-

Street

By Michael Adelson
l?ROFESSOR OF MUSIC
Last week I wrote about the
various ways composersmanipnlate our perception of time in
music. Today,asI sit here on the
Upper West Side of Manhattan,
itstrikes me thatjusracross town
lives a man wbose mnsic has its
own very special way of dealing
with time.
I first met Charles Jones when
I was a student at the Mannes
College of Music in New York.
He was my orchestration teacher
and has since becomea Ime mentor and close friend. He and his
wife live in a bouse on EastEftyEighth Street. Yes, that's right,
it's a real house, painted an unusnal dark pink color, fronted by

a white.picketfence

(no, I'm not

kidding).ltsits
there, dwarfed by
skyscrapers,
an oddity in the
middle of the city. In fact, il bas
beenanhislorieal
landmark since
the seventies. Inside,
Charles
Sally

and

~
,

•

Jones live among a magical collection of old books and manuscripts,
modem paintings, and musical instruments. Intheden stands aclavichord.A grand piano dominates the
living room, littered with-fragments
ofcompositiuns
in progress. Whenever I visit, I feelbke I'm entering
a vanished part of New Yor.k.
Jones's music is as unique as the
man himself, Although he has been
close with many Significant figures
in twentieth-century
cultural history (e.g. Stravinsky. Milbaud), he
has never jumped on any stylistic
bandwagnu.lnstead,
be bas worked
steadily and prolifically, learning
from each composition, moving on
to the next, letting his style evolve
slowly. The result is tbat his music
sounds like nobody else's. Spare
and elegant, it is solidly and unmistakably his own.
Around the 1960s, he began to
end bis pieces in a highly idiosyncratic fashion. Many of them ended
inconclusively
or enigmatically.
There was always the sense thaI a
rather cryptic question had been
asked - but not.answered, Time was
balanced on afulcrum; the universe
was left open; infinity
he c k -

oned. Nowbere did be achieve
this more movingly than in his
Thiird Symphony ofl963. (This
was the first work of his that I
studied, and, in fact, when I recorded it forSwedishRadio
severalyearsago,
the experience of
conducting that ending was one
of the more emotional moments
in my life as a musician)
These endings were capricious; they grew out of an inner
necessity. As Jones says: "It's
important not to close the door
with a great big bang, but to
leave it open a little hit. The
ending of Beethoven Eve - I
couldn't go on frnm there. But
by having an ending which
somehow asks a question, then
it's clear that the process is not
over. It's over for that piece, but
then there will be the next piece.
And somehow you yourself are
led. Yon may nol bring everybody with you; you may bring
nobody with yon. But you have
to have that, and I think that's

rather important."
Charles Jones is eighty-six
years old and as activeas ever. I
hope he lives forever.
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House
Column

The abortion debate has ceased to be a
debate - it has degenerated into a yelling match.
The objective
behind
The Feminist
Majority's Pro-Choice Awareness Week was
to try and bring dialogue, the debate, to campus. Yes, we hoped to demonstrate that there
exists a strong pro-choice sentiment at Conn,
but we wanted to remind people that Choice,
unfortunately, is not an inalienable right. We
planned to emphasize that the abortion issue,
when debated in tile political arena, is not
about the ethical "rights" and "wrongs" of
abortion, but about the control of women
through their bodies, and the perpetuation of a
social system dependent on inequality. We
wanted to see people take a stand for Choice,
for women's rights, for the people 's rightsNOT for abortion. We wanted the campus to
be awash with red armbands, covered in posters articulating the reasons we believe in safe
and legal abortion, and engaged in dialogue
about the implications of governmentallimitation of the people's power to determine the
course of their own lives.
We were successful on many counts. There
was scarlet spandex on many a backpack and
close to as many names on the visual display
for Choice in Cro. We raised over $170 to
protect clinic access in less than 10 hours, and
raised consciousness
about the hypocritical
violence of anti-choice extremists, as well as
the equal borror of parental consent laws and
illegal abortion,
The Coffee Grounds was
packed with students ready to expound their
views surrounding abortion. And we even got
press coverage -and therefore our message
out to the community- for our less-than-wellattended rally. Yet, on Friday afternoon, I was
left feeling dissatisfied and unresolved.
Where was the student opposition? A1thougb
we were not arguing for ABORTION,
but for
CHOICE, the misconception that pro-life and
pro-choice
are mutually
exclusive
labels
abounds.
(The moral issues of abortion are
entirely subjective and must be determined by
a process as subjective and personal as one
determines their religion.) And I know that
there were many who disagreed and were
offended by our stance. They were giving us
dirty looks or ignoring us when we offered
them an armband. They were mumbling "no"
and turning tail when we asked if they were
pro-choice (just trying to enlist volunteers!).
They were ripping down our pro-choice flyers
and tearing tbem into little pieces; they were
sabotaging OUf events by removing the advertising for them. I was relieved to see that
someone responded (unfortunately,
anonymously) by putting up flyers that said "Life:
What a Beautiful Choice." If they had asked,
they would probably find that in many cases,
those of us wbo are pro-choice would agree.
We just differ on who should MAKE that .

choice- and whose "Ore" should be considered
paramount.
Last week, there was no dialogue
on the real issues surrounding abortion, there
was little debate. Although the speakout was
well attended and lively with discussion, most
dissention was created by those playing devil's
advocate.
Perhaps the environment we created felt particularity hostile to any who wished to express
an opinion; they thought they would be attacked.
Perhaps they were right. And I am beginning to
realize the fallacy of this situation.
Very few people are actually pro-abortion;
most would be much in favor of lower rates of
abortion- caused by lower rates of unwanted
pregnancies.
But because the abortion debate
bas degenerated into the dangerous yet infantile
dead-end that it has, we are wasting our energy
screaming about an issue that is not ours to
debate. The legality of ahortion should not be
in question- those who are opposed to abortion
simply SHOULD NOT HA VE ONE, and they
sboulddo everything within their power to eliminate unwanted pregnancy- for example, increasing sex education and advocating gender equality. For if abortion is made illegal, is does not
stop; it merely forces women and doctors to
become criminals and puts thousands of women
at risk for grisly death. Anti-abortion advocates
should also have the right to make their views on
abortion explicit and public- provided that these
views are NOT IMPOSED UPON ANYONE
ELSE, and are simply available for public consideration. Abortion IS, for most, a moral issue,
and both sides should be represented
in the
public forum- this is the fairest way in which to
represent the pros and cons of the issue and let
people make tbeir own decisions. Abortion is an
enormous responsibilityas is pregnancy, as is
a child. At times, neither adoption nor gestation
are viable options, and we need to empower and
educate women so that they can make the most
appropriate decision for their lives, a decision
no one else can make for them. This is not the
current dialogue surrounding the abortion issue.
Today we argue over women's bodies as if they
are mere pawns in a game for political power.
The way the issue is presently framed, our
bodies, indeed, are a battle ground. Women are
discussed and legislation enacted as though our
wombs were public property and not integral
part of our being. We must resi st the implication
inherent in every law limiting abortion accessthat the government, and tile elite few who
control it, are better able to make a decision
about a woman's health, family, responsibility,
and future than she is herself.
This type of
legislation removes personal decision, denies
women control over their very existence, and
repossesses their physical being to impose on
it the ostensible rule of American government.
Are women then assumed not to be "of the
people," yet we should be wholly goveroed "by
the people," and exist only "for [the use of] the
people? If our right to control our own reproductive capacity is once again repossessed, we will
slide years backwards in the struggle to change
the very structure of a repressive and oppressive
social system.

Schmoozing
by The Skinny Guinea and The Fat WASP

Hooking up on Halloween
Halloween was a great time. It was Skinny's
29th birthday (no sir ... he's 26!) He was still
recovering from bronchitis, so the medication was
keeping him off the sauce. But, at 4:57 p.m. on
Friday he took his last pill. By 5:30 be was all
banged up.
There were some fabulous costumes this year.
George De Vita gave an academy award winning
perfonnanceas
Danielle Verne DeBrier. De Vita's
hairy blubber was flying allover KB. Skinny and
I saw Kyle Meek trying to get his (or ber) digits.
Rye Guy Fox was runner-up with hisCatlly "Shuttle
Run" Malchodi, The mid sections were incredibly
similar. The "Alice in Wonderland" crew was a
Jay Moss acid flashback. The Incredible Hulk
A.K.A. Vinny T. was seen beating Mary "I run the
campus bar don't fuck with me" Lady with a trash
can outside Cro,
As Skinny
and I were heading
home
alone ... again, we saw TJ Green dressed as the
Virgin Mary and Kenny Myer as a Power Ranger.
They were trick -or -treating down by faculty housing. I saw they had full bags of candy so I jumped
them. As I was wrestling with TJ's shoulders,
Skinny grabbed the loot, broke to JA, and locked
himself in his room. I was pretty pissed.
My partner dressed as one of his idols. He spent
all day working on his costume to match "Larry
the Dealer" over at Foxwoods. Skinny has made
the trip to the casino more times than he's been to
class. He'll admit, he's completely addicted to
gambling. Right now he's down $8,735.37.lfany
of you young addicts need counseling (Raynor or
Ollie), don't come to Skinny because he'll fuck
you up even more. Idressed
a big fat bastard. It
was practice for me in fifteen years, because when
I graduate I'm going to explode like the "Nutty
Professor." It will be a little Doug Johnson action
in reverse. (Doug, proud of you! Keep up the good
work!) We have to give the boys in Freeman some
credit for their creativity. The 1986 Lakers and
Celtics were as great as O'Dea's gut. I also saw
Slitty dancing with Sliny.
Late night on Halloween Skinny and I watched
"Who Framed Roger Rabbit?" I had 32 Almond
Joys in 20 minutes. After the movie, we headed to
the Plex with our binoculars and face paint. Stationed on the fourth floor of Morrison we saw a
great show. Two love birds didn't close their
sbades and I felt like I was watching "Skinamax."
I'm not sure if it was Kerri Strug or Kristy
Yamaguchi but this little dame was doing naked
flips off the ceiling. Then they whipped out the
Hershey's syrup. It was whacky!
Anyways. Halloween was bananas. If tile cold
weather and the darkness is making you blue,
roast one, rub one, and take a hot shower. It's a
good time. Keep your head up and stay out of the
corners!
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Rants, Raves, 'n Endless
Yodeling
By Buttercup and Tiger Lily
SPECIAL TO THE
COLLEGE VOICE
You know how the old saying goes, right?
"The check is in the mail."l've said this many
times to Citibank, and been totally honest,
because the check REALLY WAS in the
mail. Itjustdidn'tmake
itoutofConn's
mail.
Getting mail from one end of that post office
to-the other is almost as hard as keeping your
financial aid for all four years and is about as
likely as Dean Highball approving your study
away program. Maybe their speed deficiency
isn't so bad. Imagine how many Unabomber
lives would have been saved if the Unabomber
had gone incognito at Conn... we wonder
how many unmarked packages from the late
'70s are still ticking in that purgatory of a

mailroom.
Speaking of our illustrious and hyper-efficient Federal (emphasis on FEDERAL as
required by post office regulations) post office staff .... through our amazing powers of
low level espionage, we caught a glimpse of
their revised employment application.
Honestly how would you answer question 4b?
"Have you been fired by the DMV for incom-

petence?" Rumor has it, you must answer yes
to this question for your application to be
considered, period.
Second, is there any
reason for the usual forty minute soliloquy
just to buy a stamp? We have no personal
preference between Marilyn Monroe and
fuzzy bunnies and flowers. Just give us the
damn stamps
God knows that the stamp
machine hasn't worked since the Carter administration (thanks Rudolf"). Funny, that's
also the same time period since the employees there have been outside Cro. Anyway,
we're also pretty sure that Oliver Stone had
Wendy Dreyer's job before she came to Conn.
Have you ever been back behind the window
to box something?
There are mirrors lining
the ceilings. Here, for your sake, we won't go
into the nocturnal activities oftbe postal staff.
Inany event, you can see anywhere in the post
office from any other place. Thankfully, that
means that mail and letter bombs will not be
put in students boxes by Arab terrorists anymore. Of course, there has not been much of
a threat anymore since Morgan Hertzan was
gleefully forced to transfer.
Oh, and one
more thing.
James, you flirting machine,
Johnny B. wants to know where all his brown
wrapped mags are.
And on to this week's Roses and Thorns, a
special section of the column devoted to the
best and worst of life at Conn.
Rose #1- Youth for Justice. Thanks for
finally doing something creative during prospective tours. It really isn't surprising since
Mark Lucey has had six years at Conn to
think about it. Too bad The Voice cover photo
looked more like Youth for J. Crew than
Youth for Justice.
Rose #2 - Tbis one's a long stem for the
Harris crew and their Halloween atmosphere
and hideously frightening music. Now, the
spook and fright in Harris goes beyond pork
10 mein and Mexican lasagna. What the hell
is Mexican
Lasagna
anyway?
This
multicultural crap bas gone too far! Mexicans don't have lasagna! Wrong continent,
there, Chef Boyar-geography.
Rose #3 - Whoever designed the booths in
Cro, we thank you, too, for bringing Conn
students SO close together, that we sit in each
other's laps from across the booth. Did you

also design the seating in Olin 014?
Thorn #1- This one goes out to the notorious "17" We have three questions for you.
First, what does 17 stand for, your IQ? Second, did it really take 17 people to do what it
normally takes four sixth-grade kids to do.
Come on, get creati ve. like spreading pennies
in a Dean's office. Third, what the bell were
you thinking idoits, you forgot to do Synergy!
Thorn #2 - To the Harris crew again for
being too cheap to bu y a three-dollar tape of
spooky Halloween noises and instead using a
live intercom directly from the kitchen. It's a
whole lot scarier now, isn't it?
Thorn #3 - To Youth for Dole for stuffing
mindless and senseless propaganda in my
mailbox. Really, if any Halloween character
were Republican, it would have been tbe
wrinkled old Headless Horseman and not the
Great Pumpkin. Good Grief!
And that's the half -truth, Ruth.

Dessert and Dialogue
Review
On Monday, October 21, Professor of
Chemistry Marc Zimmer was the host for
Larrabee's Dessert and Dialogueentitled "The
U. S. in South Africa: Parallels of Past and
Present Racism." Zimmer explained that right
now, South Africa is where the U. S. was 30
years ago in the civil rights movement. Vice
President Al Gore has told South Africa that
if they do what the U. S. has done, such as
instituting Affirmative Action, they will receive tax cuts. If they do not follow the U. S.
model, they will receive no benefits.
In some ways, South Africa is ahead of the
United States. They have a black president,
one third of its congress are women, and gay
rights are in the constitution. Currently, South
Africa has a policy called "Truth and Reconciliation." People who committed apartheid
crimes have the opportunity to admit wbat
they did. If the govemment thinks they are
sorry, then they won't be sent to jail. Some
see this policy as a pardon for committing
crimes, but what do the families of the victims get?
Another big difference between South Africa and the United States is that in South
Africa the white press talks about minority
rights, since they are the 12-percentminority.
There is really only one political party in
South Africa and that is tbe African National
Congress (ANC), of which the current leaders are a part. Nelson Mandela is the president. There is a party called the Nationalist
Party which constitutes 10 to 15 percent of
the population and advocates a white apartheid government. Should there be another
party, a democratic party, to contrast the
ANC?
On October 23, Dorothy James, professor
of government,
hosted the second Dessert
and Dialogue of the week, called "Third
Party Politics: Does it deserve a chance?" in
the Wamshuis Wing living room. Many of
the people in attendance learned that there are
in fact over 200 candidates for president.
There was discussion of the Libertarian, Reform, and Green Parties.
There was also discussion of why Ross
Perot was not included in the Presidential
debates as he was in the last presidential
election year. The question was raised, "Why
was he included the last time?" A third-party
candidate traditionally is not included in the
debates. Someone else thought that perhaps
last year the two major parties needed Perut's

voters to side with them. so they
were nice to him and insisted on
his inclusion. This gave Perot the
chance to say whatever be wanted
against the two major-party candidates, without too much of a
chanceofretaliation.lnaddition,
Perot bruught the issue of toe
deficit to the forefront last year,
an issue that the Republican and
Democratic party have taken on
as their own this year.
On Tuesday, October 29 in
Burdick living room, the guests
for the Dessert and Dialogue were
Professors Linda Herr and Doris
Meyer. The topic was "Damn
das' Funny - A discussion on
what makes us laugh."
There
were readings
from one of
Professer Herr's theater classes.
That set the tone to discuss why
certain things are funny in particular situations or audiences,
why some people can get away
with saying certain things and
why other groups can't, and why
in some situations, violence can
be laughed at, and in others why
laughter is inappropriate.
Many people in the room were
performers in some aspect, and
simply as a spectator, it was interesting for me to hear them talk.
about what goes through their
minds when they are on stage.

Thanks to you. all sorts of everyday
products are being made from the
paper, plastic. metal and glass that
you've been recycling.
But to keep recycling

working to

help protect the environment.

you

need to buy those products.

AND SAVE:
•
~

So look for products made from
recycled materials.

and buy them. It

.I would mean the world to all of us.

i

,

I

To receive a free brochure. write
Buy Recycled, Environmental

Defense

Fund. 257 Park Ave. South.

New York,

I NY 10010. or call1-800-CALL-EDF.
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Ryan Eschauzier, Housefellow
of Special Projects

Connecticut College
Writing Center
fTlpSCrom
Writing Essay

the Writing Center

Ex,ams

Students write essays in any number of
ways, often, alas, spewing them QUlthe,qlght
before they are dne in sevenil.intense boors
of researching and writing. UnfQttllllalely
(or fortunately), ibis meibod does nnt~olk
well with In-class essay exams, The constraints of timed, in-class writing require
efficiency and level-1).eadedoeSs; this column suggests bow to achieve both of these
valuable stales.
The most important thing you can do
. when taking an in-cJass essay exam is 10
create an outline, This may be anathema to
students who rely on the natural flow of
ideas when tbey write, butconsidertberationale: FIrst, making an outline can force yon
tokeep it simple. Stickwith the big ideas, the
Important information; make your essay's
strncmre reveal the very structure of tbe
topic you're writing about. Second, making
an outline can keep you on track. When
you're tempted to go off on an interesting
(and time-wasting) tangent, yourout!ine can
remind you what's important right now.
And, third, an outline can be an insurance
policy. If, heaven forbid, you should be
unable to finish writing your essay, yonr
professor can look at your outline and perbaps award you partial credil for at least

knowing

your stuff, even if you weren't

able to write it all out
So, once the exam has begun,decidehow
much time you ~ devote to the outline.
Don't panic as you are outlining; rather,
rememberlhat
the time you spend outlining
is an exceUentinvestment
in the future (the
nexl30minutes
or so). BUI be efficienl and
sticl<: 10 your schedule, You QlUSt leave
yourself enough time 10 do your outline
justice.

To write your outline, first commit 10 a
thesis statement. Making a commitmenl is
important, ~UI;:C
you have to recognize
that you cannot say everything but must
insieadsay one (big) thing well. Youribesis
statemenl should be concise enough ibat it
leadsautomaticallytopithysupportingStalements, which should serve as the topic sentences oftheessay' s body paragraphs. Your
intro and conclusion need nOI be fancy;
ratber, they should make clear the importance of what you have 10 say. The intro
should provide a brief context for the rest of
the essay, whlle the conclusion should answer the question "So what?"
ffyou devote this kind of time to your inclassessayoutlines-be!teryet.
if you make
up your own rest questions and practice
ontliningaheadoftime--yourin-cIasswriting sbould go smoothly. The key is 10 know
what you need to say and to say il-calmly
and efficiently

..
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King Crossword

In the Stars...

descriptioo
5 Actress
Irving
8 Force down

SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) This is one of those weeks when a little
shopping trip for something you like takes the blues away. Be nice to yourself and
indulge. Extravagance, though, is unwise at this time. A workproject takes precedence
as the week wanes.
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Some rivalry between family members may make its presence felt
during the week. Domestic bickering could dampen prospects for
contentment.
Watch your words
when dealing with children. Weekeod socializing spells trouble if you
overindulge in food or drink.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You're in a happy-go-lucky mood,
but avoid carelessness when driving this week. Someone you meet in
connection
with a work project
doesn'l tell the truth. Be on your
guard against con artists and getrich-quick scams this weekend.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Problem-sol ving doesn't come easily for you this week, especially in
connection with a work project.

Paris
Frankfurt
Madrid
Vienna

$144
$144
$170

$249
$259

Athens

:':'::~-:'f~~~=~~
""'UII $]-$-45, DlPI_
011

Don't gel discouraged. Save serious intellectual work for another
time and plan a romantic surprise
this weekend instead.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
You'll know just whom to contact
early in the week to put together the
missing pieces of an upcoming business move. A celebration is definitely in order. However, be sure
you don't spend. too much money in
the process. The weekend promises
cultural ontings.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
You're very much on the go this
week. Social life is rewarding and
the creative side of life is also productive. Be innovative and unpredictable with a sense of humor to
temper this. Listen 10 what a friend
has to say this weekend.
VIRGO (August 23 10 September 22) You conld purchase something beautiful for the home while
out shopping. A poetic mood has
you creating sonnets or corresponding with those dear to you. Use the
weekend to catch up on paperwork
and bills.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) Don't jeopardize
a work
situation with unwise travel. hmay
be best to put off a trip until a more
proper time. If you do this, a future
promotion could be the happy result. While you're caught up romantically this weekend, be sure to
keep your feel planted firmly on the

9

3

ACROSS
1 Tabula

12 Lab assistant?

10

11

12

I.
15

13 Court

14 Taft
territory
15 Seine sight

Get your financial bouse in order on your own. A weekend
spat is likely with a family member.
CAPRICORN (December22
to January 19) Get your financial priorities in order. Spend
on things you need and avoid
those frivolous extras. Watch
your credit cards and pay your
bills on time to avoid credit
history problems. Worry less-

ens as the week comes to a

close.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February
18) You've
been
rather mum lately about a business development. This week,
things payoff and you can take
others into your confidence. Be
open and honest with a partner
over the weekend.
PISCES
(February
19 to
March 20) Combining bnsiness
with pleasure could lead to a
surprise romance. You're able
to seIl yourself and your product well. Accent ingenuity and
be open to new challenges.

17~for
a trip
19 Allow
19 Solicit
20 Religious
building
21 Scroogean
outcry
22 Woody's ex
23 Year-end

refrain
26 Prominent
molding
30 Last writes?
31 A billion
years
32 Somewhere
else
33 Bartlett's
job?
35 Aphorism
36 Peculiar
37 Squeezing
snake
3g Sounds of
impact
41 "Spring Sprung42 Booker T.'s
backup
45 Dame Myra at
the keyboard
46 What some say
they'd give
for a chance
48 Where to find
Kahuka

45

'"'
51

49 "Hail!"
50 Medley
51 Flighl
component
52 Hair gunk
53 Building
addition
DOWN
1 Streamlet
2 Film critic
James
3 Cushy
4 Museum stuff
5 Tossed about
by the waves
6 Denizen of
20 Across
7 Hearty laugh
8 Vaudeville
kingpin
9 Obsessed
seaman

10 Mickey and

Minnie
11 Slow
16 Paise god
20 Melody
21 "Cheers!"
22 Calendar abbr.
23 It's often
prepared
au vin
24 - Dhabi
25 Carnival city
26 Gear tooth
27 Jima lead-in
28 Rotating part
29 Pinkerton
Agency logo
31 Conclusion
34 Driv. lic.,
credit cds.,
etc.
35 "Gee whiz!"
~1 Roll with

a hole
38 ..- there?"
39 Competition
40 Carolina
county
41 Apiary
structure
42 French
Sudan's
newnam.e
43 Cheshire
countenance
44 Air pollution
46 Joplin's
style
41 Haul

MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
"THANK YOO FOR 'tJJJR SJJBM/5S/0N,
IT N'/5 VeRY FUNNYI ALTHOUGI-I
£.1£CAN NOT ACaPT
WE. Wl5H
Y()IJ TH£.8£5T OF LUCK I:-L5f-WI-IER£:

/r.

.--------.,
THAT'S GREAT, T'IRELL, WIN
DIDN'T 'IOU T£LL M£ YOO
SUBMITT£D A 5J.KJRTSTORY?

===Jri~:a~=.~'
["IIm:~.:~
lI::JWRi

IlUNfAl1C/lll

at

National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(l-BOO- 226-B624)
IrItp:!It.EllIDlC";ft" HglbtivelJ.tm

EUROPASS FROM $210
EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE

BY PHONEl

ground.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22
to December 21) Don't judge a
friendship on financial considerations. A friend who won't lend you
money is nevertheless still a friend
and does you a favor down the road.

We're On Campus
to Get You Off Campus
College Center at Crozier Williams
Connecffcut College

"My Spanish homework is in another language, so 4f1on"(und~rsian,r1.(
overheard in the language lab
" .
"I have a three-inch paring knife and afive-inch. utility boner backin my room."-«
heard at an SGA meeting

*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone cards.
For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box 0887,
Miami, FL 33164
''''''FREE TRIPS & CASH!· ....
Find out how hundreds of student representatives
are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America'" #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel freel
Cancun, Bahamas. Mazatlan. Jamaica or Floridal
CAMPUS MANAGER POSmONS ALSO
AV.All..ABLE. Call Nowl TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAKI

"I bet it's funny is you're drunk, but then again, so's the.wall:" ~ overhear-a'
Morrisson living room
+.
"Druuuuugs!"

- a professor during lecture

"I just got John Biancur to take a wet paper towel and go nuts on about 5
envelopes. "- heard in Cro
"Which do you think burns up more sex? Dancing or calories? ~atthe..windhQl;n-'
Marshall crush party. Unfortunately, that was rwl a typo.
"Whentheycallpast
floor

1I o'clock, itain't nothin' bui abooty call." -MQrriSsoft.4th

"I had imaginary friend$when I was little. TheiTfl411les.wereCookiebnl1<Si
I was a chubby little girl. " - heard in Harris

•
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unbleached, ctd.
continued from page 2

change because people don't like
change. But now, through the efforts of the Environmental
Model
Corrunittee and the Environmental

Organizer, tbe grey paper-is becoming much more accepted. I actually
have people coming into the Print
Shop who say, 'I might not like it so
much, but it's tbe right thing to do.

As educators, we Deed to show the
world what it means to make responsible purchasing choices:".
The Connecticut College Print
Shop has experimented with soybased inks, but there bave been problems. As this technology advances,
the college will work toward using
soy-based over petroleum-based

inks.
The Environmental Model Committee urges students, faculty, staff

and administrators

to use the

Springhill Incentive 100 DP, unbleached, lOO-percent recycled paper whenever possible. Questions.
comments and complaints should
be directed to Mark Lucey, Environmental Organizer at x5417, Box

5103.

Halloween, ctd.
cotuinued from page 4

in New London.
The final stop on the Halloween
tour was Branford. Like it's fellow
quad dorm, Blackstone, Branford
went all out in first floor decorations. Strung out in the hallway in

front of the Housefellow

suite were

cobwebs dripping with spiders. The
occasional ghost floated about from

various light fixtures, and paper bats
and spiders decorated the hallway
with orange and black crepe paper
streamers.
The atmosphere
generated by
these and many other decorations,
from pumpkin shaped lights in a
doorway, to a cut-out banner that

Aaron Rodriguez
Ballplayer freshman year.
Little League Coach sophomore year.
Killed junior year.
December 28, 1993
San Antonio, TX

reads "Happy
Halloween",
to
spooky door decorations, indicated
that the spirit of Halloween was a
very real presence. While we may
not have a pumpkin patch on campus, the Great Pumpkin was surely
pleased to visit Conn this Halloween.

If you don't stop someone
[Tom driving drunk, who will?

mafia, ctd.
rooms.
Furthermore, the only people who
have halfaclue as towho or what is
going on are the two Dons and Potter himself. Indeed, there is noway
of knowing who is a participant in

j

hiIWu~il:MDh.aaL1W~iljilNill;lilm'

i

no?
For further information on Murder and Mafia, contact Gill Potter
via silent message at extension 77 41.

lver Get A Pol Smashed!
fA(E fHE l.
CAll A EYt
fA(E A CAB.

continued from page 5

who played Count Almaviva.
I
expected more and ljust didn't get
it. His performance wasn't bad, but
Ijust didn't enjoy him as much as I
did the others. To be honest.Ldon't
know ifit was all his fault. I thought
the role itself lacked something.
I must say that for my first time at
the opera, I had a ball. It may have
been my first, but I'm sure it won't

be my last. In my opinion, this is an
excellent
opera for the novice
viewer. I know from speaking with
other people that a bad experience
at the opera the first time around
will scare most people away forever. I'm certainly glad that wasn't
the case here. I'm sure tbat all of
those in attendance bad a fabulous

THAT

REALLY

COUNTS

this game since the two Dons are
the only individuals who hold a list
of who is on each team, essentially
making walking down the street a
rather deadly dilemma for the Don,

Barber of
Seville, ctd.

!

Do whatever it takes.

coniinuedf: from page 4

The boundaries are restricted to
anywhere hut the dining halls, academic buildings when classes are in
session, and opposite
sex bath-

I

Whatever causes you
are giving to now, set a
goal to increase your
giving to a level that will
. make a permanent and
positive difference. Give
Five - 5 hours a week
and 5% of your income.
The rewards will make
you feel like a winner
every day of your life.
For more information,
call 1-800-55-GIVE-5.

STAID

fRlfNOS

Don

ltl

fRlfNOS

DRIVf

DRUNK

-

Five hours a week and
five percent of your income.

3ECTOIl

evening.

WANTED!

PASTA
SHO~

Individuals and Student Organizations to
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS
CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http:/www.icpt.coml-800-327-6013

445-5276

223 THAMES ST., GROTON

Spedalizing In:

MYSTIC'S ARMY NAVY STORE

Freshly Made Pasta And Pasta Aaompaniments
Enjoy Lunch Or Dinner E reryday Inside Or On Our Deck
Or Take Home A Lb. Of Our Pasta And One Of Our Own Sauces

Downtown Mystic
Army & Navy Surplus Clothing

VOTED BEST VALUE IN NEW LONDON COUNTi .
1991 THRU 1995 READERS' CHOICE AWARD

belts - berets - bandanas - backpacks & more!

*

.'

-ecNIIECTIQ/T MAGAZM

TAKEOUT MENU • .wHOLESALE ..• .CAiERING
7

Open Seven Days & Nights
Fax & Notary Services

(860) -536-1877
37 West Main Street

I
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Women's cross
country
TIle

top seven didn't run this
They took a week off to
prepare for nexl week; bUI the secood seven showed up ready 10 run
and placed 21st out of 38 in the
ECAC Championships at UMASSI
D~uth
ODSaturday, November
week.

2.
Anne Kohlman led the team, finishing 99th with a time of 21:10.
Close behind ber were teammates
Jessica Kotecki finnishing I 17th,
Maya Falck 126th, Tracy Moss
149th, Tanya Merdiusbev
163th,
and Karrie Swinson 168th. Three
of them finisbed UDder 22 minutes,
aU six finisbed UDder 24 minutes.
All six of them ran for personal

records.

"It means a 101 to the

people running the New England
Championships
10 see their leammates come back with sucb great
times. II gives us a 101of bope for
De!'t week." said Coacb Ned Bisbop.
Also running was Danicka Kubick,
who was not able to contribute her
usually impressive times, due to a

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5,1996

nagging illness.
This was the second-to-last meet
of the season for the Camels, "II
was incredible season and 1 can't
wait for next year." said Kohlman,
a frsbaman, wbo along with the

other runners mentioned

above

woo't be competing in next week's
race at Westfield for the New England Cbampionships.
Next week only the top seven
will compete, Seniors Sberri Scbultz
and Karen Norenberg will be running in their final race for Conn, and
freshman Emily Thomas will complete ber terrific freshman year. Also
running next week will be Liza
Richards, Latoya Marsh, Katheryn
McCandless,
and Kristie Alcock.
"II was our goal at the beginning of
the season to place in the top 15 at
the New England' s" said Coacb Ned
Bisbop "I still think that we can get

there, buta more realistic goal would
be to improve on last year's score:'
Last year's team finished 16th at the
meet with a score of364.
The team has a 58-53 record,
there are 18 coUeges running next
week thaI they haven't beat, bUI the
Camels are looking to upset.

and Whelan botb had good seaSODS
as well; in doubles they paired up to
play against the top doubles teams
in New England. Theyplayed tough
and their doubles game sbowed it.
Emily
Lapides
and
Sharyn
Miscovitz both proved to be two of
the learn's toughest
opponents.
They gave their aU in every match
and in doubles they were a force to
bereckoned with. Over all the team
played some greal malches 10 remember,
including
UMass
Dartmouth and Brandeis.
Senior
co-captain BethFried feels the team
has show great improvement. "Each
player improved greatly on an individual level," sbe said, "and tbus
the team performance as whole was
strengthened."
.
The team bas confidence
Ibat

spots of graduating seniors will be
filled by top players next year.
Sopbomore Susannah Murphy and
freshman Irene Lord look to be two
of the contenders
for top six
postions.
Coacbes Sherly Yeary
and Ted Lafemina have bad a 10110
do with the strides the team bas
made this past fall.
Both have
worked bard 10 help raise the
women's confidence and level of
play, much 10 the team's appreciation. Over all, the Camels had a
great season: they had fun, worked
hard and played tough. Julie Fried
sums the season up best, "Some of
the season I would describe to be
similar to the way Kevin Costner
did to Tim Robbins iDBull Durham:
< Sometimes
you win, sometimes
you lose, sometimes it rains."

us, especially because we feel that
we have a strong crew this season."
Althougb tbe Head of the Charles
weekend proved to be a great disappointment for all crews involved,
Over fall break, the men's and
the previous weekend was quite
women's
Varsity Rowing teams
fruitful for the Camel rowers.
traveled 10BOSIODplanniDgtocomaD October 12, Ihe women's
pete in the Head Df Ihe Charles
Varsily Eight came away from the
Regatta, scheduled for OClober 20.
fITstannual Head of the Housatonic
This regalta, knOWD to be the largRegatta with first place mernlls in
est single-day regatta in the world,
the
IDtermediate Eights, beating four
was completely canceled due to inlongtime rivals and otber crews. In'
clement weather, something which
addition, the women's pair of sehas Dol happeDed iD almost 30 years.
niors Meg Barry and Sara Sbields
Both the men's and women's boats
won the pairs race, as well as their
had hoped to medal.
"We were
male counterparts,
seniors Scott
really ready 10race tbe cODditioDs,"
Williams
and
Pbil
Bowen.
Laler in
says CaptaiD Doreen CUlonilli. "It
the
day,
the
meD's
Varsity
Eigbt,
was a big disappoiDtmeDt for aU of
split into two
fours, came in
second in tbis
race with the
other boat placing a strong
fourth.
KeepiDg witb Ihe
winDing trend
of Ibe day,
men's
team
coach Ric Ricci
won
a first
place
medal
and a second
place medal iD
two separate
men's singles
eveDts.
Both
the meD' s and
women's Junphoto Oy Evon Coppola/Photography Editor

ior Varsity Eights had solid races,
due to a large group of returning
rowers and gifted novices.
Scott Williams, captain of the
men's
team,
says
that
the
Housatonic "was beneficial notoniy
because of the medals won, bUI in
boostiDg learn morale."
Bolh Ihe
men's and women's teams "accomplisbed somethiDg 10 help push us
further ahead through Ibe upcoming spring racing season."
ODSUDday, OClober27, themen's
and women's rowing. teams compeled agaiDst Coast Guard in the
fIrst annual Thames River Regatta.
Each crew from Connecticut College rowed bead 10 head witb their
equivalent Coast Guard crew for
three and a balf miles. This was Ihe
ftrst time thaI a race of this sort bas
beeD rowed by womeD iD Nortb
America; tbe on] yother place where
races of this leDgth are beld for
women's crews is in England at the
Oxford/Cambridge
race.
TbeCamels carne away with three
wins and two losses over al1. The
men's and women's Varsity and the
women's Junior Varsity boats defeatedCoastGuard,
wbile Ihe meD's
Junior Varsity and the women's
novice boats where unable to upset
the Coasties. Medals were given to
the winning crews in an awards
ceremoDY at the Coasl Guard Academy boathouse following the races.
11was a greal day for bOlb learns and
much is expected for the spriDg
season.

Women's tennis
The women' s tennis team is proud
of their fall season for many reasons. First and foremost, the team
improved their overall record from
lasl year.
The depth of Ibe team
belped make Ibis possible. Returning players and Dew players came
together to make a strong team, up
for any challenge. The top six which
consisted of Julie Fried '97, Emily
Lapides '98, Beth Fried '97, Sharyn
Miskovitz '99, Tara Whelan '97
and Katie Carpenter '99, worked
bard in their positions and all made
individual accomplishents
themselves. Beth Fried and Carpenter
had winning records in both singles
and doubles.
-They finished the
regular season with a 7-2 record at
third doubles together. Julie Fried

Men's and women's
crew

photo Oy Evon CoppoIa/Photography Editor

Answenlo
King Crossword
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Men's cross
country

Massachusetts.
The Camels will compete
in the New England Division ill
championship
at Westfield state

The men's cross country team
traveled to U-Mass Dartmouth on
November
2 to compete in tbe
ECAC Championship
meet. Tbe
field was packed with thirty teams.
Tbe Camels finished a respectahle
21st at the end of the race. The

result was achieved even though
three runners did not. race. Mike
Pfaff, Ryan Bull, and Matt Santo
did not participate in the event. The
three are resting up for the following week were the men will travel to

photo by Evan Coppola/Photography

Women's volleyball
The Conn Volleyball

team fin-

ished off their regular season play
with a very strong showing against
the Coast Guard Academy (14th
nationally Div. III) and Tufts (4th in
New England). Though their record

rounded out to 7-17, these two
matched that did contribute to the
"L" column were hard foughtgames
that gave the much favored opposition a definite scare.
The Camels played most of their
season lacking the intensity, drive,

and unity that were the signature of
the '95 NESCAC fourth place finishers. Injuries plagued the team,
during one period having a starter
and a regular contrihutor both sidelined. But the midseason team build-

ing sessions and the refocus of the

part of the Camel starting line up.

a '95 graduate. Diamond bad not
set since her senior year in high
school, but came to play with determination. Thisreally showed as her
playing improved throughout the
season, and still has not peaked.

New team members, sophomores

Senior Luline Almonacy came back

confidence. Petros was awarded
the only team award given, for most
heart and determination. Her commitment and dedication were an

age, and true leadership in times of
hardship.

Tbe returning

sopho-

mores really showed their maturity
and growth.
Sopbomores
Shana
Davis and Becca Lysaght played
exceptional defense and had strong

serving throughout the season.
Sophomores Naima Eastmond and
Jenny Marchick
returned
to be
forces at the net. Marchick was

pull

moved to outside hitter. leaving

them together to comeback strong.

Eastmond with lone middle responsibilities. Both stepped up and were

team and their goals helped
Junior Courtney

Diamond

took

For this reason,

selves mentally.

the three men sat out of the ECAC
race. The team wants to give their
best performances of the season at
this particular meet. Captain Matt
Santo bas higb bopes for the race.
"Hopefully we will do very well
because we have spent the past few
weeks focusing and preparing for

this race."

Allie Keen and Lorin Petros, added
depth and heart to Conn this season.
When the tearn lost Marchickdue to

injury midseason, Keen came in to
fill the all around spot with skill and

example for tbe whole team to follow. The line up was rounded offby
the two freshmen Brooke Lombardy
and Meagan Shippert. Both fresh-

men were solid contributors

to

Conn, playing offense and defense
well.
"It was a challenging season ...and

also rewarding to see the improvement of last years freshmen to this
years sopbomores.
A lot of precedents were setin areas oftearn building and role responsibility.",
said

Coach Steven Bosco.
Conn looks forward to a good
NESCAC tournament this weekend, and if their intensity and skill
stays at the level it can be they will
be successful.

-
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III

Women's soccer

photo by Evan Coppola/PhowK'aphy

were a setback, the Camels surIt was a roller coaster year for the
Conn women's soccer team. Despite early losses, the Camels fougbt
back to knock off top tearns during
the middle oftbe season. Unfortunately, late season losses dropped
Conn's record to 6-5-3 and cost
them a bid to the post -season. Regardless of that disappointment,
it

was ~ great year for several individuals involved with the program.
In a 1-0 win over UMass- Dartmouth
Ken Kline earned his I DOth career
win as Conn's bead coach. On the
field, Betsy Woods had a record-

breaking

year while

Kim-An

Hernandez bad a breakthrough year.
Meghan Welch began ber soccer

career strong with a great freshman
year. And all while Holly Doyle, a

senior captain, closed out her career
solid in net. All and all, the Camels

were potential victors every time
the stepped onto tbe field.
Within the NESCAC Conn finisbed 3-3-2 with strong wins against

top teams.

Though

losses

to

Amherst and Tufts early in the year
pJwto Uy Adrienne Rumble/The College Voice

The men are focus-

ing on this race and preparing them-

Editor

over the setting duties left vacant by

from a season away to play solid
defense for the Camels. Senior and
captain Amy Asbury led the squad
with digs, tbe higbest kill percent-

next weekend.

vived that adversity and triumpbed.
Wins over top NESCAC opponents
like Bates and Trinity, complemented by ties against Bowdoin
and Colby bighlighted the year for

the Camels within the league. The
most amazing aspect of their
NESCAC

along

success was the fact that

with

a domination

of

Wesleyan 6-0, the Camels put these

successes

together back to back.

Edilor

playmaker and ber best attribute is
her ability to distribute to other players.
If Woods is Conn's most feared
playmaker,
Sopbomore
Kim-An

Hemandezis the finisher opponents
fear most.

Hernandez

led the '97

Camels in goals and scoring and
will be causing coaches on the other
bencb many beadacbes for the next
two years. FreshrnanMegan
Welcb
could be doing the sarne for the oext

During the middle of the year Conn

three years.

compiled

turning players like Christine Seta,
Sarah Feinberg, Caroline Davis, and
Rebecca Appleby, Conn sbould be

a five-game

unbeaten

streak in the NESCAC.
The '97 soccer season capped off
the brilliant career of Captain Betsy
Woods. Woods, an All-American
in '95, becarneConn's
all-time leading scorer with a goal versus Salve

Regina in the season's

opening

garne. She also became the most
prolific goal scorer in Camel history wben sbe netted ber 23rd ca-

reer goal in the last game of the
year. However, stats don't truly
empbasize Woods' importance as
the quarterback of Conn's offensive attack.
Sbe's
their best

Along with solid re-

tougb competitors again next year.
As brigbt as the future may be,
many of Conn's seniors will be
sorely missed.
Holly Doyle re-

corded

shutouts

against

Salve

Regina, Mt. Holyoke, Bowdoin and
UMass-Dartrnouth,
with the help

of other seniors Justine Oppenheim
and Sarah Dorion. Tbe void lefr by
these seniors a100g with the gap left
by Woods will be hard to fill, both
on and off the field.

-
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The Fall
Hockey.
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to Conn
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team,

beating

their

three

players

clairnig

eAG~thlete

award out of a seven

ason.

Hockey

st seas

and good luc

Field

season

as a

individuals,

of the Week

Cwgratulations

to Field
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End of Season Round-Up
Sailing
Wet arid wild once again, the
Camel sailing ream has nearly completed another incredibly successful semester. With the competition
boatlengths behind, the Camels have
actumulared
an unbeatable
Fall
record, with two weekends of major regattas remaining.
This past weekend, both the Coed
and Women's teams competed in
their final New England Intersectional for the Fall season. At the
Victorian Coffee Urn bosted by
Harvard-Radcliffe, the Women took
the first-place trophy afteroutstand-

ing performances by three learns of
women. Ery Largay '98 and her
crew Karen Renzulli '99 led the
team in A-divisioo both Saturday
and Sunday and were aided by Bdivision teammates Tracy Hayley
'97, crew Carter Page '97, Jane
Loutrel '99 and crew Pilar Vahey
'98. Tbe Women qualified for the
Atlantic Coast Champiooships
last
weekend at the Stu Nelson Trophy.

This weekend also was the Schell
Trophy at MIT, again the last major
Intersectional
for the coed team.
Although they also already qualified for the Atlantic Coast Championships three weeks ago, the Coed
team let nothing slide and finisbed
a solid and triumphant fifth. Four
hoats came together in this very
respectahle performance: in A-di-

In two weeks, the women will be

Carter Page, Peter Strothman and
crew Tara Davignon '97; and in B-

fighting fnr top honors at the ACCs
which will be held at Coast Guard.

The races will be sure to prove
exciting and worthy of many Conn

spectators.

c-------,

vision Morgan Connor '98, crew

division Tracy Hayley, crew Joanna
Montague '98, Drew Buttner '98
and crew Kimberly Gresalfi '98.
This group will be traveling to SI.
Mary's College of Maryland this
coming weekend for the War Memorial Regatta, and the following
weekend, to the final competition
of the season - the Atlantic Coast
Championships at the Naval Academy.
If you see a Sailing Camel around
campus be sure to wish him or her
luck in the next two weeks at practice in the cold and dark, and in their
final events of the fabulous Fall

season.
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Men's soccer
Even tbe most reputable soothsayer could not have predicted the
course ofthe men's soccer season.
The boys in blue looked to have a
long season ahead of them, with a
tough schedule and an inexperienced lineup, but with poise and
hard work they've transformed an
inauspicious 0-2 start into an 8-3-2

season.
The Camels may be looking to
sneak into postseason play, but they
have many reasons to be happy with
the season that was. In NESCAC
play, they finished at 3-3-2, and
outside of the conference they are
undefeated to date. !fthe team can
plwlo I7y Josh Fri£dlander/fhe

Field hockey
The women's field hockey team
finished the season Wednesday,
October 30 in a 6-0 victory over
Elms College. With a 10-4 record,
Conn field hockey is now ranked
17th in the nation. The top five
teams in New England will all finish with an 11-3 record.
"If we
played all of our games the way we
played
against
Williams,
we

would've been undefeated."

re-

marked
Head
Coach
Anne
Parmenter.
The entire team has been playing

very strong. Senior Kim Holliday
broke the three-year-old
scoring
record.
Goalie Wendy Kanter is
ranked second. under UCoDn's
goalie, in Connecticut.
Kanter is
also ranked third in NESCAC.
Three of the Camel's
players,
Kanter,
Holliday,
and Dardy
Muldaur - who scored a hat trick in
the game against Williams - were
chosen as NESCAC Athletes of the
Week during the season. Quite a
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feat, considering there have only
been about seven weeks in the sea-

son.
There are many strong individuals on the team, but everyone works
together. Co-captain Wendy Kurker

beat non-conference

rivals

at

Springfield on November 9, they
might just get the chance to hoist
some silver.
Between the pipes for the Camels
was Ian Bauer '99, who stood on his

ear all season to post five shutouts

up into a more offensive

and allow only nine goals.

ing home three goals and freighttraining anyone who dared cross his

The

defense.Ied by sweeper Jamie Gordon '97, played a bruising brand of
soccer, especially John Ragosta '99,
Wes Harris '98, and fan favorite
Quinn Witte '00. This core of retaming players should form a rock
solid defense next year.
The midfield was indeed the
creamy filling in the Camel's Oreo,
with a number of interchangeable
players who provided much of the
offense. In the middle of it all was
co-captain Matt Raynor '97, whose

role, pok-

path.
Up front, when the forwards
weren't scoring goals themselves,
their innovative play often opened
up large holes for teammates. Doug
Haas '97, Matt McCreedy '98, and
Jonah Fontela '99 were the Three
Musketeers up front, with Fontela
in particular
knocking
in some
memorable goals, such as his overtime winner against Western Connecticut in a pivotal 1-0 win last
howitzer free kicks often resul ted in Saturday.
What lies ahead for Conn? The
goals. His five tallies were well .
playoffs are a possibility, and the
complemented by
return of eight starters nextyear and
Brian Diamond '98, who had
threeofhisown,
and Andrew Ladas
the graduation of Raynor, Gordon,
'99, Stepben Ladas '99, and Jason
Haas, and backup keeper Gus CamLilien '00, all of whom used their
pas '97 are certainties. Whatever
happy feet to toast opposing dethe case may be, Conn has kept its
fenders left and right. Erstwhile
fans on the edge of their collective
defender Yanni Moraitis' 99 stepped
seat for the whole year.

commented, "for the first time, there
were no internal conflicts, which
can really hurl the team's
perfomance.
The eight seniors on
the team pulled together, played
well, and set a good example for the

underclassmen,"
The Carnels had lots of expecta-

tions entering into this season.
Though they were disappointed at
first, they started to peak towards

the end of the season. During the
week of October 6, the tearn fell
into a slump, losing to Trinity and
Bowdoin. They haven't lost since

then. Their success couldn't have
happened at a better time. They are
beading into tournament competition, Wednesday, November 6 with
a home field advantage and a top
seed.

plwlo I7y Iiana Hahnel/fhe
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